Criteria for the appointment of other academic staff at Health, Aarhus University

The criteria apply for other academic appointments at Health in cases where there are no faculty specific criteria for the individual type of position available. For these types of positions, please refer to the Ministerial Order on Job Structure for Academic Staff at Universities. The qualification level for each of the individual type of position is listed below corresponding to the description in the Job Structure.

The assessment of each applicant should be based on these criteria guided by the material submitted by the applicant including the application, status information and CV. Specific qualification requirements must be stated in the job advertisement. Reference is also made to the "Template for applicant – other academic positions (general information)" and "Template for assessment – other academic positions".

**Research assistant**
Applicants must hold academic qualifications at master’s degree level.

**Part-time lecturer**
Applicants must hold academic qualifications at master’s degree level.

Employment as a part-time lecturer requires either:
- Relevant practical experience at a high level which has not been gained through academic employment with a university, or
- Employment in an academic principal position with another university.

A part-time lecturer who is employed on the merits of his or her relevant practical experience must possess in-depth, up-to-date knowledge of the possible applications of the subject/academic discipline. This knowledge is/has been acquired through employment within the subject/academic discipline.

**Teaching assistant**
Applicants must hold academic qualifications at master's degree level.

**Teaching assistant professor**
Applicants must hold academic qualifications at master’s degree level.

**Teaching associate professor**
Applicants must hold academic qualifications at master’s degree level.

**Clinical instructor (the odontological field)**
Applicants must hold relevant academic qualifications at master’s degree level. Up-to-date experience with relevant clinical work may be required. Where teaching or supervision takes place in practice, the clinical instructor is required to run a general practice him or herself.

**Senior clinical instructor of dentistry**
Applicants must hold academic qualifications in the form of a master’s degree in odontology and must have clinical expertise at a high level and experience from the independent development of clinical teaching material.